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① The food marche carrying on the memory of the fruit and vegetable market 

and Grand Dining, one of Kyushu’s largest food zones (1F, 3F) 
The facility will offer a variety of food attractions, including those from local regions, Fukuoka and Kyushu, as 

befits a former fruit and vegetable market. The food marche will host a collection of easily accessible stores including 

a supermarket on 1F, and Grand Dining will boast a giant food zone combining one of Kyushu’s largest food courts 

and restaurants on 3F.  

 

 

 

Altogether 22 stores will open, 13 of which will unveil new 

business formats or make their debut in the area. Alongside daily 

use stores such as a supermarket, produce market and grocerant* 

there will be a lineup of popular shops including pastry specialist 

shop Patisserie Georges Marceau from the Michelin-starred 

Restaurant Georges Marceau, a new format by well-established and 

famous Fukuoka restaurant YAKITORI HACHIBEI, and the first 

Fukuoka Prefecture store for the bakery, PAINPATI, a Guinness 

World Record holder for curry pan sales. A feature of the stores is 

that they are not just for purchases, but places where it is possible 

to get takeout and eat it there. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

２．九州初、福岡発をはじめ多彩なブランドが集結 2. Various Stores and Offerings, including Kyushu Firsts and Regional and Fukuoka Products 

1F food marche 

food marche store map 

* Grocerant 

A neologism combining grocery, a place selling food sundries and 

daily necessities, and restaurant. It is a store like a supermarket 

with a restaurant space. 

food marche 
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One of Kyushu's largest food zones bringing together Kyushu’s largest food court with 21 restaurants and 

approximately 1,450 seats and a restaurant zone with 10 restaurants. Both the food court and restaurant zone will be 

lined with restaurants opening in Kyushu for the first time and popular regional and Fukuoka shops. 

The place can also be used as a base to experience agriculture and the charms of farming with children playing to 

their hearts’ content in Kids’ Park or cooking produce harvested from Agri Park in the Farm Studio. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

3F Grand Dining Food Court and Restaurant Zone 

Food Court 
An enormous food zone packed with Kyushu restaurants and including 

shops opening in Kyushu for the first time and regional and Fukuoka 

restaurants. Container kitchens reminiscent of fun food festivals and the old 

fruit and vegetable market compose the lineup. A varied and bustling design 

creates a space that exudes excitement with every visit. To provide an 

environment customers can enjoy with peace of mind, a self-order system, 

a LaLaport first, and food court carts that can transport multiple trays at 

once will be introduced. 

BBQ-VILLAGE Budonoki fukuoka 

A barbecue site to enjoy 

either style of bringing food 

or having it supplied. A beer 

garden is also planned. 

(There are 200 seats in total, 

and approximately 30 sites 

planned) 

Agri Park 

 

Share Batake 

A rental farm will be set up at the end of the terrace. 

Restaurant Zone 

To enable customers 

across all generations to 

enjoy dining, the lineup 

includes 10 restaurants 

covering a rich 

assortment. Moreover, a 

terrace area will also be 

set up, a rarity for indoor 

restaurants. Integrated 

with the fronting food 

court to form the lively 

Grand Dining. 

Farm Studio 

Community space that can be reserved 

for private parties with friends and 

various events. There will also be a 

system kitchen that makes it possible 

to cook items harvested from Agri 

Park.   

* Prior application is required to rent 

or use the space for events. 

First time at a shopping center 

 
First in Fukuoka First in Kyushu 
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Food Court                                                                                                                                       
 

A collection of restaurants to taste popular Kyushu and national gourmet dishes. Famous local restaurants include 

Wappa Teishokudo from Tanakada and Kurume Ramen Sei Yo Ken, a well-established Kurume ramen restaurant. 

National gourmet restaurants include the MICHELIN Bib Gourmand ramen restaurant Shinjiko Shijimi Chukasoba 

Kohaku, the famous restaurant JIN DIN ROU and a wide variety of restaurants in the food court with “to go” gourmet 

dishes. Of the 21 shops in the food court, GODIVA dessert, a first-ever food court format for famous chocolatier 

GODIVA, will be one of 8 stores opening for the first time in Fukuoka or Kyushu. There will also be numerous popular 

gourmet offerings, including some available at a food court for the first time. 

 

Restaurant Zone                                                                                                                                                                  
 

Of the 10 restaurants in the restaurant zone, 7 are opening with new formats or in the area for the first time, such as 

Kyushu Hakata Daikichi Sushi with involvement from the well-established Kawatarou; Tonkatsu Chisei, a new business 

format for famous tonkatsu restaurant Hakozaki Inokawazu; popular Japanese-style cafe IYEMON CAFE; and Sao Dou 

Hua & original pancake house, a restaurant specializing in both tofu and pancakes. From dining to cafes, there will be 

stores with something to enjoy whatever the time of day. 
 
  


